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provides unique identification of the object or person. It is also known as the readable symbol that is
represented by a string of characters. These are represented in the form of two-dimensional graphic,
text, or even photographic images. There are two basic approaches that can be used to identify the

object: Invisible codes represented in the barcode symbol may be printed in invisible ink and a
trained personnel can scan the barcode using an appropriate device. These invisible codes/barcodes

are widely used in the fields of inventory management, facilities management, library systems,
product identification and promotion, corporate identity, visual security, etc. Lines or dots of

different colors that appear on the surface of a card or label or the pattern of two-dimensional codes
are visible to the naked eye. These visible codes/barcodes are now being used more commonly as a
financial certification, authentication and time and attendance system. Barcodes are the electronic

format equivalent of the written and printed alphabet. It is a set of codewords, represented as a
series of bars and spaces. Barcodes may be read by any machine that scans a barcode or when an
object containing a barcode is scanned by the machine, it will translate the information and print it
out. Barcodes are in the form of a two-dimensional barcode symbol. The symbols have a geometric

pattern that identifies the data, and it comes in various formats. Examples of these formats are:
Matrix You can make any two perpendicular lines of bars and spaces across a page. The widths of

the bars and spaces are from 0.1 to 2.0 mm, and the height of the barcode is from 1.0 to 20.0 mm.
Barcodes are often the symbols to be used for logistics and record management. Symbol (code 11)

The symbol is a rectangle with a special 6d1f23a050
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